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After 1959 Uganda's exports procoeds began to fall eontinuosly
to the end of the period mainly becauso of a downward trencl in prices.
This would have made Uganda more dependent on the fund, drawing
credits to the tuno of £7.3 million during those fcur years.
These
credits would of course have to be ropaid in succeeding years, v/hich
might be readily accomplished if exports recovered, but which would
be very difficult if they stayed depresscd.
(The OAS proposals stipulate that credits outstanding for more than three years must be repaid,
half in the fcurth year and half in the fifth'year, even when a
country is still experiencing shortfalls - though it may still draw
new credits if eligiblo under the formula.)
B. TANGANYIKA •
Tanganyika would have obtained compensation in 1953, 54 and 55
amounting in total to £2.3 million under the UN scheme but her contributions over tho entire 11 - year period would have been nearly
£?"4 million (soo Table 3). This result is cbtained because since
1955 Tanganyika has not had any shortfalls in her export proeeeds,
although there were fairly large fluctuations in the prices for her
exports. Her rising volume of exports has offset short-run price
declines.
On tho other hand since contributions are assessed on the
basis of value of exports her contributions would have been virtually
tiie same as for Uganda.
Under the OAS Scheme Tanganyika would have received credits for
the same years, 1953? 54 and 55, totalling £6.2 million.
Sho would
have been able to pay off these credits entirely within the next
two years - in fact £6.1 million in 1956 alene - because of a
favourable upturn in her exports. Without such credits her exports
would have ranged between £34.3 million and £44.8 million in the
period 1953 to 1958, but with this scheme in operation tho ränge
would have been reduced to £36.0 to £39.0 million.

C. KENYA
Kenya wou.ld have partieipated least of all in either the UN or
the OAS schemes, partly because of her smaller export value but
mainly because of her cemparatively stablo and rising trend in
exporrt earnings (see Table 4). Under the UN plan, she woald have
received benefits in 1953 and 1954 amounting to £1.7 million,
•against premiums over the 11 - year period of £1.6 million.
Thus like Tanganyika she would have substantially broken even.
Under the OAS scheme she would have received credits in
1953 and 1954 amounting to £3.8 million, and been able to pay
them off during tho next two years. This would have approximately
halved the ränge of her export proeeeds Variation; from £19.5 - £
29.0 million without compensation to £21.4 - £26.5 million with
compensation.
D.

EAST AERICA.

To sum up, Uganda would have been a net gainer under the UN
proposal, though less than the average for all developing countries
as ä group, while Tanganyika and Kenya would have approximately
broken even. All three countries would have enjoyed more stable
export earnings under tho OAS scheme than-without it, Uganda drawing
most heavily on the fund, then Tanganyika, and then Kenya. Because
of their comparatively favourable export tronds, the three East
African countries have greater interest in the stabilization aspect
of an international compensation scheme than in net transfer of
resources to lagging countries.
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It na'y also be noted that the anount of compensation accruing
to the East African countries would be reduced if East Africa
joined these schenes as one block:, exeept in those years when all
the countries have a shortfall (see Table 5). This is because
for the region as a v/hole surpluses in one country tencl to offset
shortfalls in another country thus rendering the whole region
ineligible for compensation. Thus compensation would have been
paid to East Africa under both schenes only in 1953 and 1954, and
premiums would have exceeded benefits by about £0.6 million under
the TOT schene. Of course for a stabilization plan like that of
the OAS, reduced use of the internaticnal fund simply reflects the
automatic stabilization resulting from the larger East African pool,
but to enable each country to share in the same way in this automatic stabilization, compensatory loans within East Africa would also
be needed. .
E. DIFFERENCES IN FIUCTUATION OF EXPORT VALUES, QUANTITIES AND PRICES
Variations in export values can be cchsidered to be the product
of variations in quantities and variations in prices. It is awkward
to make this distinction for the entire ränge of exports, because
of difficulty in dofining reasonably homogeneous units of quantity
but it is practicable to do so for major prinary products. For the
three East African countries, wo have used a list of twelve major
agricultural exports, which together constitute at least threefouxths of total experts, for each country. Tables 6, 7 and 8 distinguish fluctuations of value, quantity, and price for this group
of exports over the period 1952 to 1962, in each case compared to
a noving average of the preceding three years.
It is clear that fluctuations in prices of prinary exports have
been more important in causing shortfalls in East Africa's export
proceeds than fluctuations in quantity. This is particularly true
in the case of Uganda (see Table 6), which has had a price shortfall greater than 5/ in eight of the last ten years and has just
managed to avoid biggor shortfalls in her export earnings by raising
the quantity of.her exports (exeept in 1953 and 1962). In addition
to this downward trend in prices, in five of the six years in which
Uganda's export value showed a shortfall eligible for compensation
under the UN and OAS schenes, the principal couse was an aboveaverage shortfall in price.
It also appears fron Tables 7 and 8 that Tanganyika's and
Kenya's export earnings would have shown larger and nore frequent
shortfalls exeept for the fact that quantity expansion offset the
effects of price declines. Both Tangan.5-rika and Kenya had nore
favcrable quantity trends and less unfavorable price trends than
did Uganda. However, in 1953? '54, and (for Tanganyika) '55s when
they experienced shortfalls in export value eligible for compensation under the UN and OAS schemes, the principla cause was aboveaverage price shortfalls.
In 19.57 and 1958 they also experienced
price shortfalls greater than 5 / ° - , but these were offset by quantity
expansion, so that neither country became eligible for compensation
If this post oxperience is any guide to the future, the East
African countries would have distinctly greater interest in measures
tied to price changes for their key prinary exports (which after all
comprise a large percentage of their total exports) than in measures
tied to value of exports. If a system had been in Operation which
provided compensation whenever prices feil more t h a n " b e l o w a
moving-average norm, Uganda would have reeeived larger benefits or
loans in 1959s '60, and '61 than under the UN and OAS schemes, whilo
Tanganyika and Kenya would have become eligible for benefits or
loans in 1957 and 1958.
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The UN mandate to the committee which investigated this problem
implied that it was large fluctuations in commodity prices which were
responsible for fluctuations in export earnings.
Within thelimitations of the vagaries of the weather and natural forces,
developing countries can plan the volume of their exports, but •
with rare exceptions they cannot influence the price they receive.
Thus there are also general grounds for feeling that price is
the variable on which concerted international action were better
concentrated.

IV. Desirable Features of an International System of Compensatory
Financing
A. Automatic Compensation by Simple Formula
An international system of compensatory financing for
export fluctuations should provide automatic compensation,
as in the UN-OAS proposals, rather than diseretionary compensation, as in IMF procedures and the Tunisia proposal.
Such compensation would after all be only one element in
the financial adjustments which a country experiencing export fluctuations would face. It would also have to draw
on its regulär foreign exc^ange reserves, which would
raise the issue of appropriate policies to limit the drain,
or obtain IMF credit, which would be subject to consideration of all aspects of its balance of payments position.
An international compensation scheme, however, should introduce a new element, which would provide only a partial
offset to export fluctuations, but which would be as close
as possible to contractual insurance.
Correspondingly, the formula used to calculate compesation should be as simple as is consistent with the broad
objectives of the system. Defining the norm from which
fluctuations are calculated is the most difficult issue.
Although most previous discussion has considered a moving
average of the previous three years, the IMF has argued
that a moving average ineluding the current year and giving
it considerable weight provides a demonstrably closer approximation to an "ideal" norm, a moving average centered
on the current year. This is a technical question which
might well be left to a committee of experts to settle on
Statistical grounds; presumably something resembling
the IMF formula would turn out to be best. For simplicity,
the coverage of the scheme should definitely be limited
to merchandise exports, thus avoiding the great empirical
difficulties in estimating invisibles reliably. Again for
simplicity, it would be preferable not to intrcduce an adjustment for import prices. The UN experts note that a
practicable adjustment would probably have to be applied
uniformly (i.e. arbitrarily) for all countries, and the
OAS experts in opposing such an adjustment point out that
typically changes in import prices have been small compared
to those in export prices. Finally, deeisions on the
minimum fluctuations covered, e.g. great.er than 5$, and on
the proportion of compensation, e.g. 505^, 67$, or 75$ are
essentially arbitrary, depending on what financial cost of
the syst nie is internat ionally acceptable.

B. Predominantl.y Loans
All things considered, a system in which compensation
predominantly takes the form of repayable loans is preferable,
as in the OAS proposal, the IMF procedures, and (in principle
if not entirely in practice) the Tunisia proposal. Repayment
should be similarly automatic, whenevcr export earnings rise
above the moving-average norm, and should be calculated symmetrically with the loans. This point may be somewhat surprising, since at first thought a system involving nonrepayable grants, and hence a continuing annual transfer of
resources from developed and centrally planned economics to
developing economics, as in the UN Type I proposal, seems
preferable. Such a system would have soveral drawbacks,
however. Continuing annual costs to developed and centrally
planned countries would probably in large part divert financial
aid from present Channels into the new one, so that the system
would constitute only a small net increase in assistance, if any.
A good case can be made that aid received via the new Channel
would contribute less to development, because it might be used
for income stabilization rather than development investment,
because as an exceptional receipt it might be used outside the
normal programming procedures, and because its allocation among
countries would be quite independent of the effectiveness of
national planning. Such a system would also shift the emphasis
from the strengest distinetive argument for compensatory financing - the need for stabalization of export earnings of countries
in the midst of a multi-year development program.
Instead it
would mix stabilization and aid considerations.
Strictly from
a t-actical Standpoint, such a system would be less likely to
reeeive international agreement.
Moreover, those developing countries which are ccmparatively
successful in attaining a rising trend of export earnings would
not share proportionately in the benefits from the continuing
resource transfers, but would still have something to gain from
a straight-forward stabilization scheme. As shown in Part III,
Tanganyika and Kenya would have paid approximately as much in
annual premiums as they received in benefits if the UN Type I
scheme had been in operation from 1952 to 1962, because the
fluctuations which they experienced were superimposed on a
comparatively favourable rising trend of exports. Uganda's
benefits would have been about twice her annual premiums, which
is still somewhat less than the ratio for all developing countries
as a group. However, Uganda's unfavourable past trend in export
revenue was due largely to price declines, while volume still
expanded; if future price trends are less unfavorable, as now
seems likely, her future trend in export revenue will probably
be more similar to Tanganyika and Kenya. At the same time, all
three East African countries would have gained greater stability
from a loan scheme of the OAS type - Uganda from loans in 1953-54,
repaid in 1955-58, and from loans in 1959-62, to be repaid in
the future; Tanganyika from loans in 1953-55, repaid in 1956-57;
and Kenya from loans 1953-54, repaid in 1955-56. While we have
made such calculations only for the three East African countries,
a number of other African countries at a rclatively low stage
of development have also attained comparatively favorable export
trends, and hence would not share proportionately in benefits
from a system of continuing resource transfers.
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In contrast, a system in which compensation predoninantly
takes the form of repayable loans would be more likely to constitute a net addition to present flows of financial aid (see
section C), would be focüsed clearly on the distinctive need
of developing'countries for stabilization of their export earnings, and would still be in the interest of countries which are
relatively successful in attaining a rising trend of export
earnings, yet are troubled by export fluctuations.
Only one modification of the loan principle seems desirable.
Credits still outstanding after a certain number of years, say
three to five, because a country's export earnings have never
recovered abovo the moving-average norm sufficiently to require
repayment, might well be written off, as in the Tunisia proposal.
This proviso would lead to a net transfer of resources to those
fow countries with the worst export trends, which would" be snall
in the aggregate but which could be justified on equity grounds.
If necessary, and depending on the administrative arrangements,
this cancellation might be to some extent discretionary.
For
reasons indicated abovo, it seems unlikely that the East African
countries would in future be in this Situation, but their contribution to its oost would also be very small.

C.

Financing by initial Capital Contributions.

The compensation scheme should be financed entirely by
initial capital contributions from all participants, as in
the OAS proposal and in the present E/IF. The bulk of the
capital contributions should come from the developed countries
and the centrally planned countries, and they should waive
their Claims for stabilization loans, as in the OAS proposal.
Thus all countries would make a once-for-all decision about
participating, and would not be faced with an annual problen
of deciding whether it was worthwhilo.
The developed countries
and the centrally planned countries would clearly be asked to
establish a new form of financial assistance for developing
countries, designed to meet the distinctive problem of export
fluctuation. However, as once-for-all capital contributions
to meet a new problem, there would be a good chance that such
assistance would not simply divert present financial aid from
existing Channels, but would be a net addition to international
support for developing countries.

In essence a compensation system financed in this way
would be an expansion of the world monetary•base through Joint
extension of credit by all the participants, largely of course
by the developed and centrally planned countries.
It would
be analogous to the recent general increase of quotas in the
IMF. As the system went into Operation and outstanding loans
increased, there would be a net transfer of real resources to
developing countries. As outstanding loans leveled off,
however,
the net transfer of real resources would eease and the world
monetary base would simply be enlarged by the anount of the
loans.
If the proviso about writing off credits not repayable
within three to five years were ineludod, there would of course
also be a continuing snall net transfer of resources to those
developing countries with the worst export trends, and a snall
continuing leakage of the initial capital contributions out of
the fund.
It woulcl presunably be desirable in any event to
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arrange for international reconsideration of the provisions
of the compensation system after a period of. experience with
it, say five or ten years. Consideration of additional capital
contributions at that time, both to expand the fund and to
replace any leakage, could well be treated as part of the longrun problem of expanding the world monetary base.
Note that the above financial analysis does assume that
future export trends and fluctuations of the developing
countries will not be substantially different in character
from the experience of the fifties and early sixties. If
there were a much strenger negative trend in export prices,
outstanding loans would tend to continue to rise rather
than to stabilize? and the fund Woulcl be depleted. If there
were a strong positive trend in export prices, loans would
tend to be repaid, and the fund would become inactive. However,
the assumption that future trends will not be markedly worse,
and that there will continue to be considerable diversity
among commodities and from year to year, is a quite reasonable
one.
D. Size of Fund and Allocation of Contributions.
It would be in the interest of tho developing countries
to have the fund as large as can be Internationally agreed.
The liberality of the formula for calculating loans depends
directly on the size of the fund. On the basis of the various
illustrative calculations given for the UN, OAS, and Tunisia
proposals, a fund in the order of $3 to $4 billion seems a
reasonable objective.
The allocation of contributions among developing countr ies
would have to be largely in accordance with the value of
exports covercd, as in the UN proposal, In order to make
voluntary accession to the plan workable,
It would not be
possible to diverge sharply from this•criterion, as appears
to be implied in the Tunisia proposal, without running the
risk that a number of-countries might prefer not to
participate. However, any weight given to GDP per capita,
as a limited adjustment to the criterion of export value,
would be favorable to lower-stage developing countries,
such as most of those in Africa.
The allocation of contributions among developed and
centrally planned countries, as well as their overall share
of the fund, is strictly a bargaining question. An overall
share of two-thirds, as in the OAS proposal, to three-quarters,
as (approximately) in the UN proposal, seems reasonable.
Apart from international equity, an overall share of this
magnitude would be important to make voluntary accession
attractive to every developing country, even those with the
most favorablo prospective export trends. The allocation
of this overall share among countries is arbitrary, but as a
joint system of international assistance it might"be practicable to follow the UN contribution system, which tonds
to relfect GDP per capita rather than trade value.
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Value of Exports vs. Prices of Prinary Exports.

It would be desirable if practicable to shift the basis
for an internatj.onal conpensation systen fron fluctuations
in the value of all exports to the offoct of fluctuations
in prices of major prinary products on export earnings. Most
of the argunent supporting the neecl for conpensatory financing
points to price fluctuations as the nain source of difficulty
for countries enbarked on nulti-year devolopnent prograns.
A developnent plan typieally relios upon a certain trend in
volune of prinary exports, and though year-to-year weather
variations affect particular crops and nay in especially
bad years reduce the overall volune of exports, the greatest
source of instability disrupting the plan is typieally
fluctuations in world market prices.
Individual commodity agreements may serve to deal with
this instability, as well as to try to raise the average
price of the produet covered. But the administrative Problems of such agreements are so complox that fow have been
adopted, and they tend to introduce rigidities in marketing
arrangements which hamper prospective new suppliers. An international compensation system dea'ling with fluctuations in.
prices of major primary products would be an alternative to
individual commodity agreements, with respect to their stabilization objective, and would have the advantages of being
more cömprehensivo and- more flexible in Operation.
Above all, a compensation system keyed to price fluctuations would deal with the factor affecting export earnings
which is not (with rare exeeptions) under the contral of an
individual country, separating it from a factor which is
under the country's control, the physical volume of exports.
In particular, such a system would compensate all developing
countries similarly for price fluctuations, and would not
tend to give greater benefits to countries with sluggish
trends in export volune than to countries which sueeeed in
attaining rising trends in export volume. As shown in Part
III, Tanganyika and Kenya would have reeeived stabilization
loans from a system keyed to price fluctuations in 1957 and
1958, even though their expanding export volume would have
made them ineligible for loans keyed to value of exports.
Uganda would have reeeived larger loans in 1959-60-61 from
a system keyed to price fluctuations, and thus would
have retained more of the gain from her expanding export
volune.
It 'is truc that a conpensation systen distinguishing
price changes from volume changes would be intrinsically
more complicated, and the practicability of a suitable
automatic formula needs to be explored furthor. But it
ought to be possible to define a practicable
fornula along
the following•lines1 (a) Define a list of primary products
to be covered, comprising in principle all products on which
any developing countries are significantly dependent for
export earnings.
(b) Establish a procedure for obtaining
representative prices of these products in world markets,
or in some cases regional markets relevant to certain groups
of countries. (c)' Annually calculate an index for each
produet comparing a moving-average norm of prices in previous
years with its current price. (d) For each country multiply
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those indexes by the appropriate current values of exports
of the various producta, and calculato tho difference botween
the total value at the moving-averago prices and at the
current prices. This difference - the gain or loss due
price fluctuations on the current export volune - would be
the basis for deternining stabilization loans. The nain
tochnical problems would be obtaining consistent Classification of products in the export data of all participating
countries, and defining an acceptable set of representative
prices.
It should also be recognized that initial contributions
to a compensation system dealing with price fluctuations
would have to bc larger than one dealing with export revenues,
since the general upward trend in export quantities would
not hold down the calculated shortfalls. But a system
limited substantially to repayable loans would still tond to
stabilize at only a small net transfer of resourees out of
the fund.
Basing compensatory financing on prices of primary
exports should not of courso be interproted as restraining
the efforts of developing countries to industrialize and to
diversify their exports. Such a system would sirnply recognize
that for tho immediate future earnings from primary exports
are crucial for most developing countries, and that only
for such relatively homogeneous products it is practicable
to distinguish the price fluctuations - the main sourco of
difficulty - from fectors under each country's control.
Stabilization of earnings from primary exports would contribute directly to more effective planning of the entire
development process.

